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Abstract 

In the era of digital economy, the social awareness of data has been elevated to a new 
stage, and talents who can extract knowledge and value from massive data have become 
especially critical, and it has become increasingly important for organizations and 
enterprises of different sizes to predict future results based on massive data and guide 
business decisions in real time. In this context, the importance of "data scientists" has 
been highlighted, and the financial industry has been one of the most traditional 
industries to embrace innovation and technology. In the process of entering the digital 
era, FinTech is undoubtedly a powerful tool to help companies transform. In this context, 
this paper briefly discusses the value of data science applications in the new financial 
era. 
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1. Introduction 

In the new financial era, the huge amount of data brings more challenges to traditional financial 
business and creates unprecedented opportunities at the same time. In the financial industry, 
the use of data science by financial institutions has increased significantly: data analysis has 
changed from "BI data visualization presentation" to "AI modeling analysis", and the demand 
for talents has changed from "data analyst" to "data scientist". The demand for talents has also 
changed from "data analyst" to "data scientist". In order to seize the dividends of the new 
financial era, efficient data analysis capability has once again become the target 
competitiveness of the financial industry. 

2. Three stages of financial industry intelligence 

For the financial industry, which data assets can promote the long-term development of 
artificial intelligence? The answer to this question needs to be considered from the perspective 
of big data. Based on the level of business development, this paper simply divides the 
application of AI into three stages: business automation, big data intelligence and omnichannel 
intelligent decision-making.[1] 

Judged by the level of business intelligence, the first stage is business automation, which is a 
very common concept and has some differences in the industry. By realizing product and 
process innovation through A I technology and gradually replacing those repetitive operation 
links, productivity can be continuously improved and enhanced. In addition, the introduction 
of biometric technology in projects such as mobile banking and smart counters can solve the 
key problem of customer verification, thus greatly enhancing the user experience. The 
introduction of basic A I technologies such as face recognition can promote the optimization of 
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business processes and provide better soil for the subsequent application of big data 
intelligence. 

Big data intelligence is the next stage of AI development, and technological innovation can bring 
richer business scenarios, which also need the support and drive of big data intelligence. In fact, 
the research and application of big data for enterprises is earlier than artificial intelligence, and 
the current focus is to integrate basic AI and industry A I technologies, so as to provide better 
intelligent services for customers. 

The third stage features the realization of omnichannel intelligent decision-making, seamlessly 
connecting customer identification and behavior prediction with various channels, as well as 
dynamic optimization and update based on customer response. The ultimate goal is to realize 
an intelligent experience of multi-point customer reach. Various channel systems are 
organically and collaboratively integrated, after which corresponds to a high level of IT 
governance capability. There will be many people in charge of each application in this stage, 
from business process to system development, from product design to marketing support, from 
data analysis to data mining, all fully reflecting the concept of product manager. Therefore, for 
traditional enterprises, it is necessary to first reach agreement on ideological understanding, 
and then work to establish an effective collaboration mechanism. 

3. Application value of data science in the new financial era 

3.1. Automate decision making from scenarios 

Decision automation is the most ideal effect of data analysis. To achieve decision automation 
means that every step of data processing: from data preparation, data exploration, feature 
engineering, model selection, model training, model evaluation to model output, can also be 
automated accordingly. This highly intelligent data analysis is being realized step by step. 

Data Science Technology starts from banking business scenarios, takes artificial intelligence 
and machine learning as the core, uses leading AutoML and AutoDL technologies to quickly 
realize end-to-end big data solutions, significantly reduces the AI construction threshold and 
data intelligence application costs, and helps banks to implement AI. It helps banks to 
implement AI applications and improve the competitiveness of the industry. At present, data 
science has been implemented in business scenarios such as precision marketing, credit risk 
control, churn warning, quantitative investment research, intelligent operation and 
maintenance, customer profiling, and operation optimization, enabling bank customers to 
improve their technological strength, reduce costs, and enhance business value.[2] 

3.2. Data science platform outputs data model value 

"The scale, complexity and decentralized nature of data, as well as the speed of action and 
continuous type of intelligence required for digital business, means that rigid and centralized 
architectures and tools will fall apart."[3] Only a flexible data-centric architecture that is 
responsive to change will enable businesses to survive in the long term. Data science platforms 
output data models that are highly usable and interpretable. High usability means that the 
models actually solve user challenges and can be put into business production, while 
interpretability means that every decision can be explained, making the models more 
interpretable and understandable. Augmented analytics, continuous intelligence, and 
interpretable AI are among the major trends in data analytics technology that will lead to 
significant disruptions in the future. 

3.3. The Critical Value of Data Science Teams 

Data scientists are not really scientists, as is evident in practice. Data scientists in financial firms 
are concerned with combining technology and applications to maximize the value of internal 
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and external data. From the modeling perspective, data scientists in financial enterprises are 
more concerned with application-level models, where the selection of features and parameters 
will be more important than the optimization of learning algorithms, and more time will be 
spent on data preparation. For data scientists in financial enterprises, industry understanding 
is much more important than technical factors, and deeper business is required to understand 
the real pain points. Financial companies should establish an enterprise-level data science team 
to provide a full range of data science services for all levels of the enterprise. The data science 
team is a "special forces team", involving three main categories of personnel: the first category 
is business analysis and modeling personnel, familiar with business needs, grasp the 
application scenario, the ability to cover the traditional scoring modeling and business analysis 
model design; the second category is data science personnel, with data development, complex 
network computing, data product The third category is the captain who has full-stack 
comprehensive ability in the field of big data, with horizontal and vertical ability of both 
consulting and R&D, playing the role of "director, scriptwriter and producer", and able to 
control the delivery progress and quality under objective conditions. 

3.4. Data Science and Real-time Analytics in Finance 

Real-time analytics has fundamentally changed the financial process. By analyzing large 
amounts of data from different sources, it can quickly identify changes and find the best 
response strategy. In finance, real-time analytics has three main applications: fraud detection, 
customer analytics, and algorithmic trading. 

3.4.1 Fraud detection  

Financial companies have an obligation to ensure the highest level of security for their users. 
Because new fraud methods are emerging, the main challenge for companies is to build a good 
fraud detection system. Faced with the diversity of fraud, only a professional data scientist can 
create the perfect algorithm to detect and block anomalies in user behavior or workflow. For 
example, alerting for unusual financial purchases by specific users, stopping high cash 
withdrawals before customers confirm them, etc. In the stock market, machine learning tools 
can identify patterns in trading data that can guide operations and alert employees to 
investigations. However, the biggest advantage of such algorithms is the ability to self-guide, 
becoming increasingly effective and intelligent over time.[4] 

3.4.2 Customer Analytics  

Real-time analytics also contribute to better customer understanding and effective 
personalization. Sophisticated machine learning algorithms and customer sentiment analysis 
techniques provide insight into customer behavior, social media interactions, feedback and 
opinions, and improve personalization and increase profits. Due to the sheer volume of data, 
only an experienced data scientist can make accurate breakdowns. 

3.4.3 Algorithmic Trading 

This area is likely to be most impacted by real-time analytics, as every second is at risk. With 
up-to-date information from traditional and non-traditional data analysis, financial institutions 
can make decisions that are beneficial in real time. Because data is only valuable for a short 
period of time, competing in this space means analyzing it in the fastest way possible. Data 
science and artificial intelligence have created a revolution in the trading space, launching 
algorithmic trading strategies. Most of the world's exchanges use computers with algorithm-
based decisions and the right strategies considering new data. Artificial intelligence processes 
unlimited amounts of information, including data from tweets, financial indicators, news and 
books, and even TV show data. As a result, it understands the trends in today's world and 
continuously enhances its predictions for financial markets. 
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4. Conclusion 

In the future, the use of data science and technology will provide tremendous opportunities for 
financial institutions to reinvent their business models. The vast amount of continuously 
updated financial data makes it necessary to incorporate machine learning and artificial 
intelligence tools into different business scenarios. Data engineers can build models to study 
the industry and discover scenarios where customers need financial advice. The combination 
of predictive analytics tools and advanced digital delivery solutions can help accomplish this 
complex task, guiding clients to the best financial solution at the most opportune time. 
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